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Horror is different for everyone. One might think it’s a one-time thing, while the other might think that it is filled with
monsters. In Pamali, horror is shaped by the t 5d3b920ae0
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Pamali Indonesian Folklore Horror is a unique horror game from Indonesia. I am from Indonesia, and in my opinion the Pamali
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game is the best Indonesian game. With unique gameplay, a distinctive Indonesian atmosphere, thick shades of horror, and
more. STORY: In the first folklore, "The White Lady" aka Kuntilanak, you playing a man named Jaka who returned to his old
house that he planned to sell his house, he returned there because to prepare the things needed to sell the house. He came alone,
his parents had died in a car accident, and his older sister had died shortly after the death of the only baby he had just born. But
the Jaka's sister, named Nenden, did not leave and remained in his house, aka she had become a ghost dressed in long white and
long hair or commonly called "Kuntilanak". Jaka returned to his old home and met his dead sister. GAMEPLAY: For the
gameplay itself is unique. Like the game title, the word "PAMALI" which means "Abstinence" or it can also mean "Tabu" in
Sundanese, which if we violate Pamali itself can bring bad luck or bad things can happen to those who violate Pamali. Like
having an accident or being disturbed by spirits (ghosts). For example, some parents in Indonesia who advise young children like
this: "Don't go out when it's dark, PAMALI! Later you can be kidnapped by ghosts!" Or can also be like this: "Don't hum at
night, PAMALI! Because it can invite or summon ghosts!" Or: "Do not speak harshly or dirty when you are in a place that is
famously haunted, PAMALI! Because it can make the ghost of the inhabitants of that place angry!" And there are still many
other Pamali, people around me like my parents also often warn me about Pamali. The gameplay of the Pamali game really
includes the cultural element of Pamali itself, you can do things or comment on existing objects. We can comment on good or
bad. If we behave well during the game, the ghost there won't disturb you. But if you do a bad thing or you say you are violating
"PAMALI", then the ghost in this game will bother you even the ghost doesn't hesitate to listen to you. So, what you do in the
game will determine your destiny. Actually the gameplay is quite monotonous and can be fairly boring, you just walk through
Jaka's old house and collect items, clean the house, and so on. But this game has 35 different endings, so we will be curious
about the ending. CONCLUSION: Pamali Indonesian Folklore Horror is a unique horror game. The game really embodies the
Pamali culture itself, a distinctive Indonesian-style nuance, a thick sense of horror that can make us shiver with fear, Indonesian
ghosts (Kuntilanak, Pocong, Tuyul, Leak, etc.). This game really introduces to the world wide about Indonesian horror and
culture. It is very good to play and I highly recommend to you fans of horror games genre, because the game is unique and i can
say this Pamali game is the best Indonesian game for now. ADVANTAGES : - A strong Pamali culture - A thick Indonesian
atmosphere - Scary horror - Indonesian ghosts - Unique gameplay - 35 different endings - A good Graphics - Cheap game prices
DEFICIENCY : - Monotonous gameplay - Can make you bored - Some cheap jumpscare - There are still some glitches and
bugs - Voice actor that sound funny My value for this Pamali Indonesian Folklore Horror game is: 8.5 / 10.. It's a good game
that I was dying to try myself after seeing the gameplay. I love how there's a lot of endings for a specific chapter and knowing
there's more chapters coming out, I would love to play them. The troubling thing Is that.; I'M VERY FEKKING SCARED OF
HORROR GAMES AND EVEN THE LITTLEST THING LIKE OPENING THE CABINET AND THE SOUND EFFECT
OF IT GOT ME JUMPING OFF MY CHAIR. DID YOU SEEEE THE DAMN WOMAN APPEARING WHEN YOU MESS
WITH THE HOUSE? OH MY GOD, I CRIED MY EYES OUT. WHY IS THERE EVEN A HUGE TREE OUTSIDE OF THE
HOUSE? I love the cleaning feature though. 11/10 game.
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